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PRODUCT BULLET / TALKING POINTS 
 
 Eco-Cuisine’s products are the plant-based menu solutions for foodservice 

operators 
 

 Eco-Cuisine’s products are unique in that they save on both labor and food cost 
while delivering on taste, nutrition, and menu/product innovation. 
 

 Eco-Cuisine created a menu concept driven Speed Scratch line of vegetarian basic dry 
blended proteins and bakery mixes to enable cooks and bakers to efficiently prepare fresh 
innovative healthy dining menus at their on-site kitchen.   

 

 EC products are focused on and marketed to the health conscious consumer (35% of 
US Market) who is a part time vegetarian dining on vegetarian cuisine as part of healthy 
dietary life style. 

 

 Secondary markets are lactose intolerant, vegetarian, vegan, heart healthy (no cholesterol), 
low fat. 

 

 Heart Healthy (cholesterol free) - 80 million Americans have chronic  heart condition & 49% 
have high cholesterol and death by heart attack is projected to be the #1 cause of death 
now through  2020 by American Heart Association 

 

 The mixes are menu concept driven meaning each Eco-Cuisine product can be plugged 
into specific menus versus creating menus and inventory around the product (i.e. Any 
Chicken item on menu can be replaced with Eco-Cuisine’s vegetarian Chicken QM and 
Chicken broth from a cutlet, to a roast, cold & nugget) 

 

 As dry mixes they reduce food cost by approximately 50% for same product in frozen 
form. 

 

 Minimum culinary Skill needed to produce the products.  Inexperienced cooks/bakers can 
produce these products. 

 

 Minimum labor needed to produce the products.  Approximately 20-30% less labor needed 
for Speed Scratch compared to cooking/baking from scratch.  

 

 The mixes are “speed scratch mixes” in that they combine the speed of working with pre-
mixes (savory or sweet) with creativity of cooking and baking from scratch. 

 

 “Basic” mixes reduce inventory and associated management costs. 
 

 As dry mixes they do not require freezer space and the mixes have a 2 year shelf life. 
 



 The Chef can control their food cost through their recipe application (i.e. 1 lb. of 
dry Gr. Beef yields 2.25 lbs. hydrated Gr. Beef, 3.5 lbs. Meat Loaf or 18 portions of Bolognese 
Sauce at $0.30 per portion for the protein portion of the sauce).  This menu application principle 
works across the board with all of Eco-Cuisine’s products. 
 

 Products are sustainable (low on the food chain, dry creating a low energy footprint and  
are Natural products with Organic options) 

 

 Semi Locovore As basic dry mixes, locally grown produce, herbs and condiments can be 
implemented into the recipe applications. 

 

 Eco-Cuisine Products are great tasting, healthy, natural, vegan and Flexitarian®  
 
 Flexitarian® products are plant based (vegan) products with the option / flexibility to use 

dairy, egg and/or meat to create healthy menu items with moderate use of animal products. 
 

 Basic Mixes allow for diverse recipe applications enabling the professional culinarian 
to be creative developing signature menu items to keep the patrons interested in their 
foodservice operation. 

 

 Can build additional nutritional density into the mixes with whole food ingredients (i.e. 
fresh or dried fruits for bakery and fresh vegetables and whole grains for savory) 

 

 The Basic Mixes were developed as vegan products for operational purposes so chef can 
cover all categories of vegetarians with one menu.   

 

Factors which affect foodservice operator choices 
In a survey by Technomic, a foodservice marketing research company, the following topped the 
list of operator top- and bottom-line growth concerns:  
 

 Maintaining low food cost (88%) 
 Increasing customer traffic (84%) 
 The ability to increase check averages (66%) 
 

When considering new menu items, operators list the following in priority order: 
Food cost (96%) 
 Ease of preparation (91%) 
 Potential to attract new customers (84%) 
 Chance for incremental sales (83%) 
 Ease of ingredient sourcing (81%) 
 Differentiation from competition (73%) 
 Culinary trendiness (63%) 
 Packing requirements (47%) 
 

Menu changes most affected by foodservice operators: 
Entrées (93%) followed by Desserts (39%), Appetizers (34%), Beverages (10%), Snacks (10%) 
 Developed for chefs by a chef 


